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Abstract—Last-mile geo-localization plays an essential role
in many location-based services, such as fraud detection and
targeted advertising. In this study, we point out that round
trip time (RTT) latency shows an extremely weak correlation
with physical distance estimation in China’s Internet, since a
path between a vantage point and a destination can often be
circuitous and inflated by queuing and processing delays. To
sidestep the latency measurement, we perform a three-tier hop
count based IP geo-localization mapping for China’s Internet, on
the assumption that each provincial router only serves a limited
area. The mapping approach begins at the first tier using a single
vantage point to fetch large-scale traceroute paths from the server
to landmarks and target IPs. At the second tier, we try to find the
last common routers along the traceroute paths of targets and
landmarks and aggregate their hop count distances. At the third
tier, we estimate the physical distances from hop count distances
and provincial router radii, and geo-localize the targets to the
nearest landmarks. Through large-scale experiments, we show
that our approach is both cost-efficient and reliable, and can
achieve last-ten-kilometer IP geo-localization for approximately
65% of the total 48874 pingable target IP addresses with a
single ping server, and our hop count based approach completely
outperforms the RTT based method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Determining the location of an Internet host is essential for
the QoS of many location-based applications, such as local
weather forecasting [1], targeted advertising [2]–[4], spam
filtering, location verification [5], [6], and digital rights management [3]. While coarse-grained IP geo-localization, such
as country, state/province, or city-levels, may be sufficient to
some of these applications, such as digital rights management,
the precise fine-grained IP geo-localization is intensely desired
by many other applications, such as online fraud detection and
targeted advertising.
Existing round trip time (RTT) based IP geo-localization
methods are usually expensive due to the requirement of a
large number of active vantage points (ping servers) and ping
requests to map RTTs to physical distances. To pinpoint a
target IP, RTTs need to be actively measured by dozens of
times to obtain the minimal time inflation. The performance is
at the cost of ping capacity, which burdens small entities with
tight budgets and limited measurement resources. In this paper,
we try to ask if it is possible for an entity with limited ping

capacity (half a dozen PlanetLab nodes, RIPE Atlas probes,
etc.) to perform IP geo-localization with high accuracy (Q1).
Furthermore, accurate IP geo-localization in China’s Internet is very challenging due to the extremely week correlation
between RTT latency and physical distance. China’s Internet
is highly centralized with a handful of top-level ISPs, such
as China Telecom, China Unicom, and China Mobile.1 These
ISPs are further hierarchically organized into national backbone networks and regional/provincial networks. The interconnectivity among ISPs is quite weak due to the ISP barrier,
which is unique and different from North America and Western
Europe [7], [8]. A path between a landmark and a destination
can often be circuitous and inflated by queuing and processing
delays, and such delays substantially overestimate the actual
physical distance and increase geo-localization errors [2], [3],
[7], [9]. We, hereby, try to ask further if it is possible to boost
IP geo-localization accuracy in China’s Internet (Q2).
To answer above two questions, we use a new measure
— network hop count — rather than RTT latency, for costefficient and reliable physical distance estimation in China’s
Internet. We first perform a large-scale measurement study
on the physical distance’s correlation with RTT and hop
count, so as to justify the hop count based IP geo-localization
approach. As we observe traceroute and hop count are more
stable compared with RTT, a single traceroute request from
one server would be sufficient for accurate physical distance
estimation.
In doing so, we design a three-tier approach which begins at
the first tier using a vantage point (i.e., ping server) to obtain
large-scale traceroute paths from the server to landmarks and
target IPs, forming a network graph. At the second tier, we
find the last common router along the traceroute paths of
targets and landmarks and identify the shortest paths between
nodes (landmarks and target IPs). We then assign an estimated
reasonably-bounded coverage radius to each provincial router.
Our insight is, within a province or city, the general Ethernet
is limited to several kilometers over optical fiber, allowing
Ethernet switches in different buildings to be connected [10].
At the third tier, we calculate the estimated physical distances
1 We

hereafter refer to them as Telecom, Unicom, and Mobile, respectively.

